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Abstract 
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) continues to be a main global public health issue with a determined >250million 

chronically infected individuals at a risk of generation of chronic liver diseases inclusive of cirrhosis & 

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Previously we had reviewed the part of CRISPR/Cas9 system in HBV treatment 

besides role of epigenetic treatments for DKD; generating /epigenetic control of ccc DNA, in detail for silencing 

ccc DNA forever. Never the less it is dissapointing that despite efforts, viral elimination does not take place. 

Despite, antiviral therapies displayed effectiveness in the controlling of virus replication, & enhance liver 

function, they are incapable of curing HBV infection. 
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Introduction 
The human Hepatitis B virus (HBV) continues to be a big hurdle with a determined 250-291million 

individuals that are chronically infected all over the world [1].According to epidemiological studies it has 

been determined that continuation of HBV infection constitutes the main risk factor for the generation of 

Hepato cellular carcinoma(HCC), pointing to HBV as 1of the maximum significant environmental 

carcinogens regarding humans [2]. HBV is the archetype members belonging to the family of small 

enveloped DNA viruses known as hepadna viruses that has a predeliction for infecting hepatocytes. The 

whole family of hepadnaviruses possess the capacity of replication of their genome in the cytoplasm via 

reverse transcription of the encapsulated pregenomic RNA (pg RNA) via the viral reverse transcriptase 

(Pol) (Figure1) [3]. 

 

HBV possesses a partly double stranded relaxed circular DNA (rc DNA) genome which can be transformed into 
covalently closed circular DNA (to ccc DNA) in the nucleus of the infected hepatocytes by cellular DNA healing 
machinery. ccc DNA correlates with nucleosome to generate-beautified minichromosome which transcribes 
RNA to validate the expression of viral proteins & reverse transcriptional replication of viral DNA. Apart from 
the’de novo’’ generation from the incoming virionrc DNA, ccc DNA generation can further take place in the 
progeny of nucleocapsids with in the cytoplasmic of infected hepatocytes through the intracellular 
amplification pathway. For these reasons that is sustenance of virus circular episomal lDNA alias ccc DNA in 
the nuclei of the infected cells & continuation. Apart from hoodwinking all antiviral therapies, ccc DNA further 
finds a way of evading innate immunity. This viral intermediate possesses a central part in HBV replication, in 
view of ccc DNA working in the form of a template for transcription of total viral RNA’s inclusive of pregenomic 
RNA (pgRNA) which in turn feeds the generation of ccc DNA via a step of reverse transcription. Hence the 
generation /or expression of the ccc DNA is the basic target for eradicating HBV. We detailed newer inventions 
over role of precure protein, HSP in continuation etc.  

Keywords 
Hepatitis B virus (HBV); Covalently closed circular DNA (to ccc DNA); nuclear import; Nuclear pore complex 
(NPC) 
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Figure 1: Courtesy ref no-3-Schematic representation of the human hepatitis B virus (HBV) life cycle. After binding 
to the high affinity receptor sodium taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP), HBV is internalized via 

endocytosis, and the viral capsid is released into the cytoplasm. The capsid travels to the nuclear pore using the 
microtubule network. The rcDNA is released in the nucleus and is converted into covalently closed circular DNA 

(cccDNA), which becomes chromatinized, and is the template for the transcription of all HBV RNAs. In the 
cytoplasm, pgRNA is encapsidated and retrotranscribed into rcDNA. The capsids are then either enveloped at MVB 
and secreted as new virions, or transported back to the nuclear pore to increase the pool of cccDNA. The steps of 

the viral life cycle discussed in the review are delineated in the red box. 
 

This enzyme possesses DNA-based DNA polymerase in addition to RNA based DNA polymerase actions 

along with RNaseH activity which produces a partly double stranded DNA genome known as the relaxed 

circular DNA (rc-DNA)[4].The 32kbrc-DNA gets encircled in an icosahedral nucleocapsid which is 

enveloped to generate an infectious particles. On infection, the healing of rc-DNA intermediate kind takes 

place to form a total double stranded covalently closed circular DNA (ccc DNA)whose placement is in the 

nucleus which works in the form of a template for the transcription of the viral RNA ‘s inclusive of pg 

RNA[5].In the cytoplasm; where subsequent to reverse transcription, assembly of mature capsids 

possessing the rc-DNA takes place with the viral enveloped at the cellular multivesicular body, aiding in 

the generation as well as liberation of viral particles (see Figure1)[6-7]. 

 

In an alternate fashion, capsids might reach back directly to the nucleus leading to ccc DNA getting 

augmented [8]. There still is dearth of clarification of mode which guides the viral capsids to any of these 

pathways. Intracellular recycling apparently subsequent to early infection, prior to virus liberation for the 

associated duck Hepatitis B virus [9]. Thereby it has been pointed that the capsids ultimate fate gets 

regulated by viral envelope proteins [10]. The development of ccc DNA in the nucleus needs the finishing 

of various steps i) initiated with the anchoring of the viral particles at cell surface ii) with subsequent 

transportation of the nucleocapsids to the cytoplasmiii) translocation of the rc-DNA into the nucleus, in 

addition to its healing for the generation of ccc DNA. The precise narration in the clarity of latter 2 step 

sis not there as well as might overlap as described further. Noticeably, apart from liberation of viral 

particles which possess the rc-DNA possessing virions, separate kinds of incomplete capsids which are 

observed in case of infected humans 100 times or greater [11]. These kinds of empty viral particles has 
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invoked greater investigations by separate groups in view of them portraying a plausible biomarkers with 

regards to monitoring intrahepatic HBV reactions to antiviral treatments[12]. HBV RNA possessing capsids 

are further liberated in the form of both non enveloped in addition to enveloped particles [13].  

The present therapies for Chronic Hepatitis B virus regulate virus replication along with result in 

improvement of liver function with effectiveness; however they do not result in total viral clearance in 

addition to need for lifelong treatment for such patients[14]. The major reasons for failure of treatment 

is partly the incapacity of the drugs to deplete the ccc DNA completely, which makes it a crucial target for 

attaining HBV cure. Attaining insight with regards to HBV ccc DNA biology right from viral particles gaining 

entry to the development of ccc DNA in addition to transcriptional control along with continuation varies 

& might aid in the isolation of new therapeutic targets for clearance of viral reserve, there by portraying 

a substantially fertile field of research .Earlier we had reviewed the part of CRISPR/Cas9 system regarding 

treatment of HBV as well as role in treatment of other diseases, besides role of epigenetic treatments for 

Diabetic Kidney Disease(DKD), along with in placental dysfunction [15-19] along with reviewed the 

generation besides the epigenetic controlling of the ccc DNA macrochromosome, the manner host as well 

as viral factors impact transcription besides if utilization of epigenome editing could be done for silencing 

HBV ccc DNA forever. Here our aim was to summarize the early processes of HBV infection, with 

concentration regarding the key steps from the nuclear import of the nucleo capsids to ccc DNA 

generation with the idea of having insight in ccc DNA generation to avoid its continuation. 

 

Methods 
Here we conducted a systematic review utilizingsearch engine pubmed,google scholar ;web of science ; 

embase; Cochrane review library utilizing the MeSH terms like CHB; HBx; HBc; ccc DNA minichromosome; 

intracellular trafficking ; intracellular ccc DNA amplification ; viral factors; host factors; viral replication; 

Hepatocellular carcinoma(HCC) ; Epigenetics; DNA methylation; Histone post-translational modifications; 

DNA methylation; Histone acetylation ; Histonedeacetylasel; zinc finger nucleases; (TALEN); (CRISPR) 

CRISPR /Cas9; Designer nuclease(s) from 1985 till date in 2023july.  

 

Results  
We found a total of 500 articles out of which we selected 93 articles for this review. No meta-analysis was 

done. 

 

Entry of virus 

The viral envelope possesses 3 viral surface proteins: namely) the large Hepatitis B surface protein Lii) the 

middle Hepatitis B viral protein,M iii) the small Hepatitis B viral surface proteinS. Initially HBV anchors with 

a lesser affinity to hepatocytes through binding to heparan sulfate Proteoglycans (HSPG’s), that gets 

followed by binding to the greater affinity receptor Na+-taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP). 

The evaluation of HBV internalization in addition to the modes controlling it were considerably restricted 

for numerous decades in view of the isolation of NTCP in the form of HBV receptor revelation as late as 

just 9 yrs. back [20]. Whereas HBV gains entry to the cell through endocytosis; it is stll debatable, what is 

the precise mode -if caveola or clathrin based [21]. Studies performed recently confirmed the latter as the 

main mode implicated in HBV entry [22]. Furthermore, it has been illustrated that the machinery 
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implicated in the endocytosis of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), that works in the form of 

cofactor for HBV entry is further implicated in the internalization along with transport of the endosomal 

network of HBV [23]. The modes resulting in HBV escape from endosomes, still need clarification as well 

as membrane fusion might be modulated via the fusogenic domains isolated in the separate surface 

proteins L,M as well as S [6-24]. 

 

Intracellular Transport along with the Nuclear Import  
On liberation in the cytoplasm, the HBV nucleocapsid would be directed towards the nucleus to liberate 

the viral genome. The HBV capsid gets constituted mainly of 120 dimers of the HBV core protein (HBc) 

that might assort into a T=4icosahedral symmetry [7]. Based on the virus genotype HBc is comprised of 

183/185 amino acids in addition to possesses 2 different domains, N-terminal domain (NTD) implicated in 

the generation of the capsid shell as well as the C-terminal domain (CTD) which has enrichment of arginine 

residues as well as are imperative for crosstalk with nucleic acids. CTD is responsible for pg RNA 

encapsidation as well as DNA maturation at the time of HBV replication [25]. Nevertheless, there is 

oversimplification of the concept of functional segregation of HBc, in view of various studies have 

illustrated that NTD possesses a part in DNA generation, whereas on the other hand, CTD takes a part in 

assembling capsids [26]. CTD is remarkably basic in addition to goes through dynamic phosphorylation 

along with dephosphorylation that is responsible for control of numerous HBc functions inclusive of pg 

RNA encapsidation, reverse transcription, stability of capsids along with intracellular trafficking (alias 

occurs between subcellular compartments like Golgi cisternae and multivesicular endosomes for 

transport of soluble proteins as MVs. Budding of MVs directly from plasma membrane as microvesicles 

released outside the secretory cells) [27]. 

 

Since non proliferating hepatocytes get infected by HBV, for the HBV genome to gain entry into the 

nucleus it needs transition via nuclear pore complex (NPC), that works in the form of a watchman for the 

nucleus. NPC is constituted of numerous copies of huge quantities of proteins known as nucleosporins 

(Nups), producing a structure which spans the nuclear envelope which comprises of dual membrane. NPC 

generates channels which aids passive diffusion of small proteins(<40kDa), whereas excluding the bigger 

proteins. The nuclear import of these bigger protein simply indicates the crosstalk amongst nuclear import 

receptor members of the import in proteins Imp/karyopherin family. The crosstalk gets stimulated by the 

recall of a nuclear targeting signal on the surface of cargo proteins by the import receptor [28]. Akin to 

other viruses, HBV takes that advantage of the microtubular networks for effective nuclear transport for 

getting over the greater cytoplasmic viscosity. Furthermore, microtubules-based motion might give 

provision of a direct as well as effective route towards the NPC in addition to the pool of import in proteins 

having placement at the nuclear periphery [29]. Studies have illustrated that the destabilization of 

microtubules with the utilization of nocodazole leads to blockade of the HBV capsids in addition to 

correlated duck Hepatitis B virus (DHBV)[30]. The Group of Kann M, further gave evidence of the need of 

a microtubule for HBV nuclear trafficking as well as demonstrated that the HBV utilizes the dynein motor 

complex for nuclear trafficking through a crosstalk with the dynein light chain LL1 [31].  
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The mode resulting in rc-DNA nuclear import is a matter of controversy, with2 separate models having 

been posited. According to the1st model, HBV capsids are thought to be implicated in NPC docking as well 

as genome transport. Actually, the CTD area is considerably preserved amongst all genotypes, possess 

nuclear localization signal (NLS) sequences which have been revealed to be functional on utilization of NLS 

abnormal SV 40 large T antigenin the form of a reporter for subcellular placement or by evaluating the 

influence of mutationon HBc subcellular placement [27,32]. The part of such sequences in nuclear 

trafficking further supports with regards to assembling of capsidsby conducting competition experiments 

regarding NPC binding with peptides correlating with NLS utilizing digiton in – permeabilized cells or by 

asssessment of subcellular placement in hepatoma cells that got cotransfected with a vector coding HB 

cpossessing mutations in the acknowledged NLS in addition to viral polymerase [3-33]. Furthermore, 

studies with the utilization of co immune precipitation assays or nuclear binding assessment along with 

competition assays with wheat germ agglutinin (WGA), that results in active nuclear import blockade by 

nuclear transport receptors importinα (Impα) as well as importinβ(Imp β) [33-5]. Noticeably, the precise 

location of the NLS sequences is a matter of controversy, however apparently it overlaps with the 2 of the 

arginine enrichment domains at residues150-152 as well as 165-168[33-35]. These findings suggest a 

conformation, where the HBc CTD possessing the NLS should get exposure to the external part of the 

capsid. The exposure of CTD might differ based on the state of HBc phosphorylation, the kind of nucleic 

acids existing along with the step of genome maturation [35]. Actually, biochemical along with 

cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) Structural studies have illustrated that based on if RNA is there or not 

(empty or pg RNA filled capsids)in addition to the status of phosphorylation) with utilization of 

phosphomimetic CTD mutated), CTD expression is differential [26-32-33].Thereby CTD’s exposure in the 

exterior to an empty capsid is transitory; whereas the negatively charged RNA keeps the basic CTD within 

the capsid[36]. Nevertheless, the phosphorylation of the exposure capsid possessing RNA has been 

illustrated to stimulate nuclear pore binding, confirmed the posit that phosphorylation modulates CTD 

exposure [35]. The capsids of mature HBV particles (particles filled with rc-DNA) apparently is basically 

dephosphorylated; that as per theory could result in CTD getting retained in the interior. Nevertheless, 

the maturation events via which RNA gets retro transcribed into new ds-DNA is correlated with structural 

alterations. Hence mature capsids are considerably unstable, partly in view of kind of DNA, that possesses 

lesser flexibility in addition to possesses considerably lesser capacity of crosstalking with CTD’s[37]. CTD’s 

thus might get exposure to the external part of the capsid at the time of breathing [38]. Furthermore, as 

previously described phosphorylation portrays a dynamic event which can further be implicated in CTD 

exposure in mature capsids. [39], recently detailed the phosphorylation of a mature capsid that takes 

place on viral entry or recycling of capsids in addition to that might further modulate trafficking, uncoating 

as well as ccc DNA generation [39]. Lastly CTD’s exposure in mature particles is validated by studies 

illustrating that mature capsids undergo cleavage by trypsin in contrast to immature particles having part 

protection from digestion [35]. Whereas pg RNA possessing capsids have been illustrated to basically get 

exclusion from NPC; probably in view of CTD’s placement in the interior along withthereby do not have 

accessibility for importin crosstalk; cryoEM studies have illustrated that CTD’s in the empty capsids get 

exposure at the external aspect of the capsids [35-29]. Nevertheless, in the empty capsids CTD’s crosstalk 

directly with importin β(Imp β) through an importin β binding sequence(IBB) with placement amongst 

amino acids 141-180,implying a unique intracellular traffickingin them in contrast to mature capsids [40].  
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If Imp β is implicated in trafficking of empty capsids in addition to capsid destabilization, as pointed in this 

study needs future evaluation. 

 

Subsequent to their docking to NPC’s, HBV capsids move to the nuclear basket where uncoating takes 

place through capsid disassembly. This is followed by HBV DNA liberation into the nucleoplasm as well as 

HBc dimers, that possess the capacity of recorrelating to generate capsids [41]. At the time of their study 

Kann M’s group found an unexpected characteristics of nuclear import : despite immature as well as 

mature capsid crosstalk with the NPC along with the diffusion in the nuclear basket, just mature capsids 

breakdown whereas immature capsids continuously are trapped. They illustrated this trapping was 

brought about by direct cross talk of the viral capsid NTD with a protein of the nuclear basket; 

Nucleosporins 153(Nup153). Intriguingly,mature capsidsat the time of binding with Nup153 breakdown, 

aiding capsid dimers with viral DNA to gain access to nucleoplasm (Figure2)[42]. 

 
Figure 2: Courtesy ref no-3-Models of HBV genome nuclear import. (1) Capsid disassembly/partial disassembly 

occurs in the cytoplasm (or at the nuclear pore) leading to the exposure of the nuclear localization signal (NLS) in 

the terminal protein (TP)-domain of Pol, and the subsequent binding to nuclear transport factors (importin α and 

β). (2) Capsids are transported into the nuclear basket following the interaction of NLS present in the core CTD 

with the import factors importin α/β. There, capsids bind directly to Nup153 and mature capsids disintegrate, 

leading to the release of the viral genome. Capsid dimers enter the nucleus where they can re-assemble. rcDNA is 

represented as attached to the viral polymerase (red circle). Capsid dimers are represented as purple triangles. 

 

The direct binding of the capsid to Nup153 might offer an explanation with regards to Ran GTP is not 

needed for the liberation of the viral DNA despite the capsid having been bound to the importin α/β at 

the time of the initial step of translocation. The query arises -the precise advantage of binding with 

Nup153once capsids gain access through importin α/β transportation as well as if there is need of 

transitory binding of capsids with Nup153 regarding their breakdown. Apparently, disassembly takes place 

in the nuclear basket since UV cross linking of capsids does not result in dysfunctional placement of capsids 

in the basket, where as it results in dysfunction of the HBV DNA nuclear translocation. [42]. The modes 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC8145197/figure/viruses-13-00757-f002/
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resulting in uncoating requires clarification. The way described previously mature capsids possess lesser 

stability. In vitro experiments have illustrated that capsids filled with ds DNA possess lesser stability in 

contrast to capsids correlated with RNA [7-37]. DNA generation might aid in capsid destabilization in view 

of DNA’s properties, that have greater rigidity. Post-translational modifications of the capsid like 

phosphorylation might further promote uncoating [26-37]. Actually, sustenance of capsid stability is 

thought to be via the formation of balanced electrostatic crosstalk in the capsid that might be modulated 

by  phosphorylation/de phosphorylation processes [43]. Furthermore, host cellular factors might further 

be implicated in the selective events of mature capsids uncoating. Actually, mouse cells do not validate 

HBV ccc DNA generation. Nevertheless, one mouse hepatoma cell line  has recently been illustrated to 

result in accrual of HBV ccc DNA that associates with the unstable capsids in the cytoplasm [44].Taking 

into account that there is incapacity of mouse cells to aid in ccc DNA generation is not secondary to the 

expression of murine restriction factors; however more probably in view of the lack of cellular factors one 

can posit that HBV uncoating, further needs the actions of host factors whose identification is still awaited 

[45]. 

Moreover, the opening of the capsid in the nuclear basket might further be advantageous for the virus. 

Actually, it has been illustrated that the nuclear basket acts in the form of a platform for DNA healing in 

addition to possesses enrichment of cellular factors implicated in DNA healing [46]. Thereby the liberation 

of rc DNA in the nuclear basket might facilitate its healing in addition to aid the virus to escape the cellular 

reactions which might be stimulated in case if rc DNA got directly liberated to nucleoplasm. There is need 

for future studies to find if nuclear pore basket might be significant with regards to ccc DNA generation 

escaping along with for antiviral cellular reaction escape. Nevertheless, [47], hypothesized that viral 

import gets modulated by the viral polymerase which possesses a bipartite nuclear localization signal 

(NLS)[63]. Import modulated by the polymerase would need the part/full exposure of the polymerase the 

cytoplasm or at the cytoplasmic face of the NPC(Figure2). The existence of an unstable or part/ 

disassembled capsid) in the cytoplasm continues to be controversial. Guo JT ‘sgroup has found the 

existence of DNase -1 sensitive nucleocapsid (pointing to a greater unstable or part/ disassembled capsid) 

in the cytoplasm. Maximum of these capsids as per their outcomes possess deproteinated rc DNA (dprc 

DNA) which they believe are precursors of ccc DNA [31-45-46]. They pointed that the maturation events 

with in the capsid (finishing of the (+) strand DNA along with elimination of the polymerase) in the 

cytoplasm results in structural alteration, aiding in the exposure of the capsid NLS as well as nuclear import 

[46]. Nevertheless, their outcome does not reveal with clarity if the dprc DNA is the actual precursors of 

ccc DNA or a dead-end product. Furthermore, their observations were queried by other researchers 

whose findings were that cytoplasmic capsid sin general possess resistance to DN ase digestion [48]. 

Future studies would be required to detect where the maturation steps resulting in formation of 

functional precursors of ccc DNA take place. Nevertheless, evaluating the Guo JT ‘s group outcomes one 

cannot completely discount the presence in the cytoplasm of destabilized/ disassembled capsids 

possessing polymerase bound rc DNA [49]. Actually, in coimmunoprecipitation experiments with the 

utilization of antibodies against capsid C terminal amino acid residues or karyopherin, dprc DNA recovery 

portrays just a percentage of the total precipitated DNase -1 sensitive DNA pointing that partial of this is 

still viral polymerase bound. Here PolNLS might further be implicated in the nuclear import. Full 

disassembly of the capsid as well as the liberation of the viral DNA bound to polymerase in the cytoplasm 
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apparently is not likely; in view of the viral DNA getting sensed by the innate immune system [50]. 

Transformation of rc DNA to ccc DNA 
rc DNA possesses a unique structure correlated with the manner it is generated by the viral polymerase 

(Pol). 1stly as compared to the canonical reverse transcription, a tyrosine residue (Tyr68) in the terminal 

protein (TP ) domain of Pol works in the form of acceptor for the 1stdNTP.This kind of ‘’protein priming’’ 

results in covalent linking of Pol to the 5’ end of the (-) strand of rc DNA. The priming of (+) strand takes 

place by an 18 nucleotide long capped oligomer obtained from the5’ end of thepg RNA that continues to 

be correlated with the 5’ end of the (+) strand in the mature DNA. The (+) strand DNA formation closes 

the gap amongst5’ along with 3’ end of the (-) strand of DNA forming a short triple stranded area known 

as ‘’r’’. Lastly the (+) strand DNA formation remains incomplete, keeping around 50% of the genome single 

stranded before the virion production. Noticeably, the total genome maturation steps subsequent to 

priming need the encapsulation of Pol as well as the viral genome into the capsid with. Summarizing this 

rc DNA comprises of a complete coding (-) strand covalently anchored at its 5’ end to the viral polymerase 

as well as bearing a nine nucleotide unnecessary sequences at its extreme ends in addition to harmonious 

incomplete (+) strand which is conjugated at the5’ end to a capped RNA primer(fig3) [4-51]. 

 

Figure 3: Courtesy ref no-3-Schematic representation of the conversion of rcDNA into cccDNA. cccDNA formation 

requires: (i) the removal of Pol from the 5′ of the (−) strand DNA, (ii) the completion of the (+) strand, (iii) the 

removal of the capped RNA from the 5′ end of the (+) strand DNA, (iv) the cleavage of the redundant sequence “r”, 

and (v) the ligation of the 5′ and 3′ ends of the two DNA strands. cccDNA is then loaded with histones. The precise 

time sequence of these different steps is not yet completely determined. 

The requirement of ccc DNA production from rc DNA are i)finishing the single stranded part of the viral 

genomic) the elimination of Pol fromthe5’ end of the (-) strand of DNA iii) the elimination of capped RNA 

fromthe5’ end of the (+)strand of DNA as well as iv) one strand off’s’’-the dispensable nine nucleotide long 

triple stranded area, needs to be depleted for aiding in the ligation of 5’ along with 3’ end of the 2 DNAs 

trends (figure3).These total steps need various enzymes, like DNA polymerases-an endonuclease for 

elimination of the viral polymerase as well as RNA primer in addition to the DNA ligase. Continuation of 

being non evaluated for>20-30yrs in view of the absence of a cellular model of infection which was easy 

to control, the modes implicated in the ccc DNA production we are only recently getting greater insight; 
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however still it needs greater assessment. To begin with the mode implicated in started Pol depletion 

continues to be controversial. Initiation with the utilization of biochemical in addition to silencing 

strategies ,NassalM’s group revealed that the cell ulartyrosy lDNA phosphodiesterase 2(TDP2)is the factor 

implicated in the depletion of the viral polymerase [52].Nevertheless, various groups with the utilization 

of silencing strategies could not replicate these outcomes[43,67].Recently ,a study having the objective 

of evaluating the properties of the 4 termini of the cytoplasmic dprc DNA illustrated that the elimination 

of the viral polymerase takes place via unlinking the tyrosyl DNA phosphodiesterase bond amongst the 

viral polymerase as well as (-) strand DNA by enzymes which still are required to be unraveled 

[53].Nevertheless, as stated earlier no clarity exists in the context of if cytoplasmic dprc DNA previously 

portray the actual intermediate of nuclear ccc DNA. Akin to that, finishing of the (+) strand has been 

controversial. Whereas studies have illustrated that the viral polymerase is involved in (+) strand finishing, 

other studies with the utilization of particular hampering agents have made this posit null &void [54-55]. 

Rather than that (+) strand HBV DNA is finished via the DNA polymerase kappa (Polκ) [55]. Weil as well as 

Ploss A recently generated an in vitro system with the utilization of recombinant rc DNA as well as cellular 

extracts from yeast or hepatoma cells for evaluating ccc DNA generation. Identification of cellular proteins 

responsible for DNA lagging strand production along with DNA healing -the i) proliferating cell nuclear 

antigen (PCNA), ii) replication factors C complex (RFC) in addition to, iii) DNA polymerase-δ(Pol δ)[56]. 

Whereas 2the studies isolated 2 separate polymerases machinery, they are not essentially controversial 

in view of both the polymerases possess the capacity of functioning together at the time of nucleotide-

excision repair (NER) [57]. Intriguingly Polκis thought to be significant for DNA healing once the quantities 

of pool of dNTP are lesser, like in cells that lie in quiescence [58]. Recently, a study by Tang etal.[59], 

emphasized that numerous modes might be implicated in ccc DNA generation; with them positing that in 

contrast to production of ccc DNA subsequent to de novo infection, the ccc DNA generation needs the 

actions of DNA polymerase alpha (Pol α) in addition to Pol δ[59].These interesting results point that rc 

DNA might vary amongst the rc DNA emanating from de novo infection, in addition torc DNA generated 

directly from recycling. In an alternate fashion without knowledge why capsids might utilize a separate 

pathway regarding nuclear importation; thereby the rc DNA might be liberated in separate areas of the 

nucleus where enrichment of separate DNA healing proteins exists. The in vitro ccc DNA production assay 

further validated the implication of a factor that had not earlier been isolated by other researchers; 

namely Flap structure particular endonuclease1(FEN1). FEN1 has been illustrated to be implicated in the 

cleavage of the unnecessary area ‘’r’’ by the utilization of silencing strategies or a FEN1 hampering agent 

[60]. Intriguingly Kitamura Tal.[60], with the utilization of an in vitro ccc DNA production assay revealed 

that transformation of rc DNA into ccc DNA can take place with effectiveness by utilization of Best DNA 

polymerase DNA ligase1 in addition to FEN1 [60]. Lastly, this in vitro assay further validated the part of 

LIG1. Actually, with the utilization of RNA screen that covered 107cellular healing genes Long et al. [54], 

earlier isolated the host cellular ligases1 along with 3 (LIG1 along with LIG3) being the cellular enzymes 

implicated in rc DNA termini ligation [54]. Furthermore, their screening further isolated 2 DNA healing 

proteins APEX1 as well as PolB, that might be implicated in ccc DNA production. Additionally, with the 

utilization of screen dependent on utilizinx`x`g the drugs that target cellular enzymes [61] isolated the two 

Po isomerases (topoisomerase1 as well as topoisomerase2[TOP1 as well as TOP2] being implicated in the 

dissemination of viral DNA. Nevertheless, no clarification regarding the mode exists along with for 

experiments utilizing the si RNA targeting TOP1 controversial outcomes [61]. Whereas, the precise kinetics 
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of ccc DNA production is still not clearly known outcomes from separate laboratories imply that finishing 

of (-) strand is more rapid in contrast to finishing of (+) strand, apart from occurring independently [62-

63]. 

Another significant query is with regards to the mode which marks the subsequent enrolment of cellular 

enzymes implicated in ccc DNA production. in view of the injury of DNA like structure of rc DNA, Luo [64], 

evaluated the role of 2 DNA damage response (DDR) pathways; Ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), as 

well as Ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related (ATR), in ccc DNA production utilizing the hampering agents 

in addition to silencing strategies. Their outcomes gave evidence regarding the part of ATR in HBV ccc DNA 

production [64]. In view of the outcomes produced basically in hepatoma cells; it can be queried that the 

expression of healing proteins as well as pathways actions in cells that lie in quiescence like hepatocytes 

might vary from cells that are replicating as was illustrated in neurons along with myoblasts [65]. 

Nevertheless, the liver might not fully belong in this category in view of hepatocytes possess the capacity 

of sustenance of replication. In view of liver due to its biological functions like detoxification; gets 

exposure to numerous DNA injuring agents, that need it to be particularly efficient in DNA healing [66]. 

Nevertheless, evaluating the ccc DNA production in converted cells might possess its biases as well as 

restrictions. Actually, if conversion is correlated with the breakdown of the DDR pathway; so that their 

survival is feasible, the cells in general generate modes to escalate their healing ability through another 

unessential healing pathway [67]. The organization of ccc DNA is in the form of minichromosomal 

correlated with histone in addition to non histone proteins; however, the precise timing in addition to 

factors implicated in ccc DNA chromatinization needs full insight. Previous studies have isolated HBV 

nucleon protein complexes from the hepatoma cell lines HepG2.2.15 with by 4 core histone proteins (H2A, 

H2B, H3, as well as H4) along with linker histone H1 in addition to HBc correlated with ccc DNA [68]. In 

vitro experiments with Exonucleases oocyte extracts, reconstituted the chromatin on HBV ccc DNA in 

addition to rc DNA, despite just the ccc DNA possessed the controlled spacing along with structure [86]. 

Intriguingly.[68], observed that the binding of the HBc to the ccc DNA is correlated with a diminished 

spacing of the nucleosomes [68]. Studies performed more recently utilizing DHBV as well as HBV observed 

that the assembly of nucleosomes into the ccc DNA does not possess random placement as well as are 

nucleosomes eliminated are as were observed in the Enhancer I as well as Enhancer II/BC Parees [69]. 

Clarification is still required regarding chromatinization takes place subsequent to nuclear import inrc 

DNA, or if it occurs only subsequent to healing in addition to transformation of rc DNA to ccc DNA. 

Post-translational modifications of histones that have assembled into the ccc DNA takes place along with 

they control HBV transcription as well as replication, apart from that HBx is significant for the generation 

as well as the sustenance of an active chromatin status in the ccc DNA [70-72].An assessment of the ccc 

DNA chromatin displayed an abundance for active histone modifications, specifically the acetylation of H3 

and H4 histones apart from trimethylation of histone3 lysine4((H3K4me3), absence of (H3 K27m3) in 

addition to differing quantities of the repressive marks (H3 K9me3)were observed in samples from 

chronically Infected HBV patients, pointing to a complicated controlling taking place in chronic HBV 

infection[54,57]. More recently, Alvarez Astudillo etal.[74], isolated a non-classical histone variantH3.3.2 

in the form of a positive controller of HBV ccc DNA [74]. Greater details regarding epigenetic as well as 

transcriptional control of HBV ccc DNA is available in [ref5,75]. Rarely reverse transcription of the 
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encapsulation does not continue appropriately along with result in the formation of a double stranded 

linear DNA (dsL-DNA) which can trace the same fate like rc DNA possessing capsids (liberation or 

intracellular recycling) [4]. In the nucleus, the dsL-DNA HBV genome might be either without efficiency 

get transformed by non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), into a nonfunctional DNA or get incorporated 

into the cellular genome by NHEJ or microhomology modulated end joining [54-75]. Nevertheless, the 

incorporated HBV DNA does not possess replication-competence; however, is thought to be responsible 

for generation of Hepatocellular carcinoma [76]. 

Conclusion 
HBV has assumed a worldwide problem as well as is implicated in greater than 880,000 mortality 

rates/year. Present therapy that has received approval for Chronic HBV Infections (CHB) are inclusive of 

nucleoside /nucleotide analogues, as well as interferon-alpha (IFNα); which enhance liver function. 

Nevertheless, they do not provide full cure in view of them not implicated in full elimination of ccc DNA 

resulting in viral continuation. Maximum of our information is obtained from the evaluation of ccc DNA in 

view of animal or tissue culture models [78]. The quantity of HBV ccc DNA in various in vivo, as well as in 

vitro models differs however varies among 0.2-2 copies/cell [79]. In a recent well generated HBV infection 

model aiding in viral progression,5-12 copies were observed in each infected cell, with a half-life 

determined to be about 40days [10]. Furthermore, HBV ccc DNA was evaluated in CHB patients receiving 

nucleoside /nucleotide analogues treatment [80]. These studies have illustrated that continuation of ccc 

DNA takes place in Chronic patients although therapy administration was given with the determined half-

life being 9.2 mths. The reasons offered for the sustenance in addition to replenishing of ccc DNA pools 

might be secondary to continuous replication, that is persistent at the time of treatment [80-81] recently 

[82], utilized the formation of lamivudine resistant HBV mutants for assessment of ccc DNA turnover. They 

displayed that ccc DNA turnover was more rapid in contrast to earlier pointing with the variation of half-

life from 5.6-21 wks. [82. Thereby [82], implied that the full removal of ccc DNA might be attained with 

approaches which fully block replenishing of ccc DNA pools. Nevertheless, this study evaluates the 

turnover of actively transcribing ccc DNA; however, it is not feasible to rule out the presence of practically 

silent ccc DNA which might continue in the form of pools/reservoirs. Whereas modes of ccc DNA 

sustenance are still not fully clarified, the illustration fully of the total steps implicated in ccc DNA 

production from entry of rc DNA to its healing along with expression of ccc DNA, will aid in isolating the 

therapeutic targets for blockade of newer molecules of ccc DNA. Furthermore, insight regarding modes 

implicated in capsid translocation of rc DNA liberation as well as the isolation of the cellular factors which 

crosstalk at the time of early steps might aid in getting insight why sensing of HBV does not take place by 

innate immune system. Restoring the antiviral reactions might aid in the removal of HBV combined with 

other anti-viral therapies [83]. Till date various agents are under bio generation which directly target 

separate stages of HBV life cycle or modulate the innate immune reactions or adaptive immune reactions. 

One of such agents bulevirtide; a synthetic N- acetyl peptide obtained from HBsAg, blocks HBV entry; 

having received approval for Chronic HBV Infections (CHB) from European Union. Agents which target 

nucleocapsids assembly known as capsid assembly modulators (CAM)are in preclinical trials [84]. 

Canocapavirpor trays one of the novel core protein allosteric modulators (CpAM’s)in phase II trials which 

stimulates a conformational alteration of the linker area of HBV core protein [85] (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Courtesy ref no-85-The binding site of Canocapavir is located at the HAP pocket. (A) Structural simulation 

and molecular docking analysis of the binding site of Canocapavir on HBc (PDB: 6J10). (B) HepG2 cells expressing 

HBc or indicated HBc mutants were mock-treated or treated with 2 μMC enoxaparin for 48 h. Intracellular capsids 

were analyzed by native gel assay and immunoblotting with anti-HBc C1. The levels of total HBc expression were 

determined by Western blotting with anti-HBc 2A7. (C) HepG2 cells were transfected with pHBV1.1 or pHBV1.1-

derived plasmids with indicated HBc gene mutations, left untreated or treated with 2 µM Bay 41-4109, 2 µM JNJ-

6379, or 2 µM Canocapavir, respectively. Intracellular capsids were resolved by native gel electrophoresis and 

detected with anti-HBc 2A7 or C1, with associated HBV nucleic acids detected by hybridization with a DIG-labeled 

HBV-specific probe. 

Nevertheless, the agreement in this field is that agents would need to be used combined with other anti-

viral therapies for attaining HBV cure. Newer therapeutic strategies have been described previously in 

reviews ref no [83-87], in their attempt to isolate cellular DNA healing protein needed for ccc DNA 

production with the utilization of chemo genetic screen, observed thatB02 a small molecular hampering 

agent of DNA homologous recombination (HR) healing protein RAD51, significantly escalated the 

generation of ccc DNA through the intracellular amplification pathway in human hepatoma cells. 

Intriguingly, neither small interfering RNA (si RNA) knockdown of RAD51expression nor structurally unique 

RAD51 hampering agents or activator changed ccc DNA intracellular amplification. Rather it was observed 

thatB02 treatment significantly escalated the quantities of Heat shock protein (HSP) mRNA as well as si 

RNA knockdown of RAD51 expression or treatment significantly with structurally unique HSPA hampering 

agent significantly mitigated B02 escalation of ccc DNA amplification. Furthermore, B02 escalation of ccc 

DNA amplification was hampered by agents which selectively hamper Pol α or TOPII, an enzyme needed 

for ccc DNA intracellular amplification was hampered with effectiveness by agents which selectively 

hamper Pol α or TOPII, thereby their outcomes pointed treatment with B02 stimulates a HSP modulated 

cellular reaction, which positively control transformation of rc DNA to ccc DNA through the valid 

intracellular amplification pathway. The significance of this is depletion or functional inactivation of ccc 

DNA Mini chromosomes in HBV infected hepatocytes is necessary for the cure of Chronic Hepatitis B (HBV) 

virus infection. Nevertheless, absence of information regarding molecular modes of ccc DNA metabolism, 

as well as controlling inhibits the formation of anti-viral agents for attaining this therapeutic aim. Their 

observation displayed here suggest that escalation of ccc DNA amplification might take place in selected 

pathobiological situations, like cellular stress, to destabilize the dilution or depletion of ccc DNA in addition 

to sustenance of the continuation of HBV infection. Therapeutic hampering of HSPA escalated ccc DNA 

amplification in these pathobiological situations needs to promote the depletion of ccc DNA in addition 
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to cure Chronic Hepatitis B [87]. Hepatitis B virus (HBV)is dependent on HBc for generating productive 

infection in the form of ccc DNA generation in addition to perform each step of the lifecycle subsequent 

to ccc DNA generation. Numerous HBc copies generate an icosahedral capsid shell which encapsulates the 

viral pg RNA in addition to promotes the reverse transcription of pg RNA to rc DNA in the capsid. At the 

time of infection, the full HBV virion that possesses an outer enveloped layer as well as the internal 

nucleocapsid possessing rc DNA, gains entry in human hepatocytes through an event known as 

endocytosis along with traffics via an endosomal compartment as well as cytosol for administration of rc 

DNA into the nucleus to generate ccc DNA. Additionally, progeny rc DNA, newly generated nucleocapsid 

in cytoplasm is further administered in the same cell for generating ccc DNA in an event known as 

intracellular ccc DNA amplification or recycling. Recently Mendenhall. [88], illustrated differential actions 

of HBc in influencing ccc DNA generation at the time of de novo infection vs recycling derived with the 

utilization of HBc mutations as well as small molecular hampering agents. These outcomes pointed to key 

part of HBc in estimating HBV trafficking at the time of infection in addition to nucleocapsid disassembly 

(uncoating)(for liberation of rc DNA ,processes necessary for ccc DNA generation. Probably HBc works in 

these events through cross talk with host factors which aids crucially to HBV host tropism. Greater insight 

regarding part of HBc in HBV entry, ccc DNA generation in addition to host species tropism would escalate 

the continuing work in generating HBV cure as well as promote the formation of animal models which are 

easy to handle for pursuing basic work in addition to drug generation [88] (Figure5,6). 

 

Figure 5: Courtesy ref no-88-The simplified HBV lifecycle. HBV is endocytosed, traffics through the early (purple) 

and late (orange) endosomal compartments, undergoes cytosolic release and nuclear import to deliver rcDNA to 

the nucleus, where it is converted to cccDNA. Transcription and translation then occur, and nucleocapsid 

packaging of pg RNA and conversion to rcDNA ensues. rcDNA-containing nucleocapsids can be enveloped and 

secreted or cycled back to the nucleus to make more cccDNA (intracellular amplification). The dashed lines of 

capsids (hexagons) denote capsid destabilization associated with maturation (rcDNA synthesis), which is thought to 

prime the mature nucleocapsid for uncoating. The steps impaired (red) or enhanced (green) by HBc mutations and 

CAMs, or facilitated by species-specific host factors (green), are highlighted. HBV replication steps not directly 

relevant here are omitted for brevity. Plasmid (HBV replicon) transfection, as depicted, bypasses the entire HBV 

entry steps to deliver the HBV DNA (cccDNA equivalent) to the nucleus. CAM-A—capsid assembly modulator-
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aberrant; CAM-E/A—capsid assembly modulator-empty/aberrant; huNTCP—human sodium taurocholate co-

transporting polypeptide; ssDNA—single-stranded DNA; rc—rcDNA; ccc—cccDNA. 

 

Figure 6: Courtesy ref no-88-Schematic diagram of HBc domains highlighting residues important for viral entry. HBc 

residues, in the NTD and linker, shown to play a role in HBV entry are highlighted. Mutations at these can block 

cccDNA formation during HBV infection but allow/enhance cccDNA intracellular amplification positions. Mutations 

highlighted in red likely affect cccDNA formation via altered HBc phosphorylation state. Mutations marked in blue 

affect cccDNA formation via destabilization of nucleocapsids. Mutations listed in black affect cccDNA formation via 

an unknown mechanism, possibly through cytosolic transport or nuclear import. See text for details. 

Furthermore, [ 89], illustrated the HBV precure protein is not necessary for virus replication however has 

a part in the continuation of virus. In their study they determined numerous precure protein species in 

HBV infected human hepatocytes as well as evaluated in their function in HBV lifecycle. Their observation 

was that HBV precure proteins diminished intracellular HBV core protein in addition to decreased 

liberation of completed virions; however, escalated the liberation of empty virions. Intriguingly, the 

cytosolic precure protein species generated chimeric capsids with the core proteins along with were 

liberated in virions. Their results suggested that precure protein species in the HBV lifecycle in addition to 

had repercussions regarding the part of precore proteins in HBV continuation as well as in pathogenesis 

[89] (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Courtesy ref no-89-Biosynthesis of HBc and HBV precure protein products. HBV precure and core proteins 

are expressed from the overlapping precure/core ORFs but using two distinct mRNA templates. HBc, translated 

from pgRNA, forms the icosahedral capsid inside complete and empty virions. The precure mRNA, which has a 29-

aa extension at the 5′ end relative to pg RNA and contains the first initiation codon in the precure/core genes, is 

the template for translation of the precure protein (p25), the precursor to HBe Ag and Perc The N-terminal signal 

peptide (SP) of p25 is removed by the signal peptidase translationally during the translocation of p25 into the ER 

lumen, leading to the production of p22, which is further processed at its CTD before being secreted as the dimeric 

HBeAg (p17). PreC, which has the noncleaved SP but processed CTD, is also secreted. The exact C-terminal 

processing sites of HBeAg and PreC are heterogeneous, as indicated by the hashed boxes. The epitopes recognized 

by the monoclonal antibody (MAb) 1A11, specific to precure-derived proteins (epitope: −10 to 5 aa), MAb T2221 

(epitope: 130 to 140 aa), specific to the NTD shared by all precure/core gene products, and MAb 366-2 (epitope: 
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150 to 164 aa), specific to the CTD of HBc and some precure proteins (p22 and p25), are indicated (blue brackets). 

HBV possesses partly double stranded rc DNA genome  generated within a nucleocapsid (NC) in the host 

cell cytoplasm. The liberation of rc DNA from NC, is an ill understood known as uncoating, to the nucleus 

is needed for its transformation to the ccc DNA with the viral episome working in the form of 

transcriptional as template for the various transcripts, including pg RNA from which core protein and P 

protein get translated; the full repertoire of viral RNA essential for replication as well as thereby necessary 

for production sustenance of infection. For acquisition of greater insight [90], evaluated HBc mutants 

which illustrated different quantities of nuclear ccc DNA; however little to no cytoplasmic DNA .Their 

observation was that rc DNA production might take place by these mutants outside however as compared 

to wild kind(wk.),these mutants NC did not possess the capacity of protecting rc DNA from digestion by 

the endogenous nucleases in cellular lysates or exogenous DNases .Subcellular fractionation pointed that 

the main DNA breakdown action was membrane correlated. digestion with sequence particular as well as 

non-particular DNA ases displayed the exposure of particular areas of rc DNA from the mutant NC. Akin 

therapy of wk NCs with core hampering agents acknowledged to escalate ccc DNA by influencing 

uncoating further resulted in area particular exposure of rc DNA. Moreover, a subpopulation of untreated 

mature NC’s demonstrated area particular exposure of rc DNA also. Competition amongst rc DNA 

breakdown as well as its transformation to the ccc DNA at the time of NC uncoating; thereby probably 

possesses a significant part in the formation as well as continuation of HBV Infection in addition to has 

repercussions on the production of capsid targeted anti-viral. Disassembly of the HBV NC for liberating its 

genomic DNA; an event-alias uncoating which is not clarified is needed from the viral episomein the host 

cell nucleus, a viral DNA necessary for formation as well as sustenance of HBV infection. The removal of 

HBV nuclear episome is the emblem of producing a cure [ 90], revealed that HBV genomic DNA gets 

exposed in an area particular way at the time of uncoating, that gets escalated by mutations of the capsid 

targeted protein as well as capsid targeted antiviral agent. The viral genomic exposure can lead to fast 

breakdown or in an alternate fashion can escalate the generation of the nuclear episome thereby 

possessing a main influence on HBV infection as well as continuation. These outcomes are significant for 

getting insight into the foundational modes of HBV replication as well as continuation in the ongoing 

efforts to find a total cure [90]. 

HBV pg RNA portrays a circulating biomarker for ccc DNA in HBV infected subjects as well as has been 

evaluated for the effectiveness of treatment, disease staging along with off treatment results; 

Nevertheless, there is paucity in the context of stability. Hence enhancing sensitivity of HBV pg RNA assays 

might escalate its anticipative significance along with give understanding regarding low viral quantities 

[91], reported how HBV pg RNA v2 assays with escalated sensitivity(152 copies/ml with v1 to 10(0.6ml) 

along with 22(0.2ml) copies/ml with v2respectively as well as flexible intake volume displayed enhanced 

determination in addition to quantification of low titer samples .Substantially sensitive HBV pg RNA assays 

might be of use in refinement of anticipative therapy results dependent on numerous situations, that 

escalates the dependency of this biomarker[91]. 
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